
HOW TO WRITE A MUSICIAN BIO ON YOURSELF

So, you've committed to writing your own bio. In an ideal world, you would get a professional to help you with this. But
hiring a writer can be pricey. And, if you're.

As I mentioned earlier, use the third person. Make a list of your achievements. To me, the best place to have a
contact form is below your bio. Think about how the sentences flow one after the other. Made me want to see
you perform. There are a few exceptions to this rule that I will explain later in this article. Action or identity
statement: Coloratura soprano Carmen Kilowatt sings opera roles and art songs across the US. Have you
opened for a well-known band, or played a big festival? Never skip the spell check. What are your releases so
far? If you start paying attention to the ads you see during your day, there may be things to be learned from
analyzing them and their approach. For factual things, you might list awards, performances, premieres, press
quotes, recordings, professional milestones, major teachers, and educational attainments. Usually in a one-off
situation as opposed to touring with someone as their opening act. This is a functional piece of text geared
towards media, bookers and promoters. By doing so, musicians can build deeper relationships with fans and
provide presenters and journalists with content to share. Choose wisely! My business has always been to
convey. It may well be the reason why more people come see your show! Rather than adding a big block of
text to your page, try mixing in some images. She also has over two decades of experience writing for
radioâ€”everything from short blurbs to page artist profiles. Released a single? It nicely summarizes the most
important points of her career in just one paragraph. Learning to play the guitar at  What do you want to
become? Pick someone with writing experience. It might be a good idea at this point to consult some sources
on how to write great advertising copy. Have you just gone into the studio? Most of all, maintain a provisional
attitude toward your writing because much of what you list could be cut or reordered in the final step. Industry
experts say no, but Madeleine Mayhem is proving them wrong. Avoid long laundry lists of names, venues,
record labels or festivals within sentences. After all, music is a business and to have success you will need
revenues money, income from sales. Then pick two or three of the most impressive items, and include those in
your band bio. Expect to create 10 or more drafts before you arrive at a provisional version. Bios are used as a
component of the electronic promo kit EPK on a website and on social media. But used sparingly, they can
enhance your bio and bring it to life. So, what? You might have it for sale as an in-app purchase for your
die-hard fans or turn it into a book later to tell your whole story. Include descriptions of your music and sound
in your own words. Make it engaging, and concise. But a lot of bands get stuck at the part where you have to
actually write about yourself! A music bio should be a highlight reel, not a longhand version of your Discogs
profile. Let your ideas flow. We want the world to know about us and our music.


